whole-genome sequence data. In addition to ST92, which has been frequently reported for GC2 (CC2 IP ) isolates and is, in fact, ST208, several were affected (Table 1) . ST109, a commonly reported ST for GC1 (CC1 IP ) isolates, was ST231. In all cases, the forward primer had a single base difference from the actual sequence (Fig. 2) .
A broader investigation revealed that the amplification primers overlapped the region analyzed for another gene, namely, the reverse primer for the cpn60 gene. We reported these problems to the curator of the MLST database, and subsequently, the primers amplifying these two genes were changed so that they lie outside the region used for allele determination. Unfortunately, these changes left the original problem in place. Because the regions analyzed were not altered to remove the problem primer sequences, many of the alleles and many STs in the Oxford database are not real. Prior reports or current ones where labs unaware of the change have continued using the original primers yield one ST while the genome sequence and the replacement primers yield another.
In our experience, the problem arises most often in the gpi gene, where the magnitude of the problem is amplified by the fact that the gpi allele lies within the capsule biosynthesis gene cluster. When the capsule locus is replaced, which is known to be a common occurrence (4), a different gpi sequence is introduced.
Hence, though the use of CC92 and CC109 continues, ST92 and ST109 may not actually exist. It would be useful if this problem were recorded on the MLST website. 
